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Welcome…
to the New Year edition of Home News!
We all know that cliché of New Year New You
but for some the New Year is the best time
to kick start areas of their life they may have
neglected or struggled with. For me 2022
is going be the year of getting my health
and fitness back on track along with future
proofing my finances to ensure I am in a good
position for whatever life throws at me.
Suzanne Newman
Editor

Worried about paying your rent or other bills?
Struggling with debts? Universal Credit?
General money worries?
Why not chat to our financial inclusion
team on the phone, via email or video call
No appointment necessary
- just contact us!
We can give you lots of useful tips and
information about money issues, benefits, debts,
fuel & water bills.

Important message regarding
2022 rent increase

W

hether you rent from
a housing association,
privately or have a
mortgage, payments can and
usually do change each year.
For Housing Associations the
Government set the rules in terms
of rent setting, and just as they
previously gave 4 years (2016 –
2020) of no rent increase the rule
for this year is for social housing
rents to increase by a maximum of
CPI +1% (Consumer Prices Index
measure of inflation) each year
until 2025.
At the board meeting on 25
November 2021 the board had a
lengthy discussion on rent increases
and all the support that we currently
give to assist residents when they
might be struggling. The decision was
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made to increase rents from 1 April
2022 by the amount of 4.1%.
We appreciate that this isn’t ideal
in the current economic situation,
however the rent increase monies
will be used to increase our
investment in property safety works,
zero carbon works and building
new homes all of which
are essentials.
To counteract the effects of the
rent increase we will be continuing
with the wellbeing fund that
we began last year during the
lockdown. This fund can be
accessed by any resident via
our customer experience team,
housing team or community
development team and provides
help with food, replacement
items such as broken down fridge
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freezers, washing machines etc.;
our Community House in Dominion
Road, Worthing will continue to
provide food parcels and even
if you don’t live close by we can
arrange for a parcel to be delivered
to you, we will also continue to help
with fuel (gas and electricity costs)
by way of vouchers which again
you can just ask us for if you
are struggling.
Our financial inclusion team are also
on hand to help take a look at your
circumstances and see if there are
any benefits you may be entitled to
but not currently claiming - you’d be
surprised how often that happens.
Finally, if you do find yourself
struggling to pay your rent don’t
panic, worry or be shy just give us
a call and we can work with you to
help you get back on track.

We can give advice about your income and
spending to help you pay your rent and prioritise
the important bills. We can advise about dealing
with other debts, including what the people you
owe money to can and cannot do, but we cannot
help you deal with your debts or contact the
people you owe.
You can get help to check your benefits, claim
new benefits, look for work and be signposted
for debt advice. You can also find out how easy
it is to open a bank account. Our energy partner
- LEAP - might be able to help you get a better
deal on your fuel bills and Southern Water can
visit to advise on water efficiency.

You don’t have to deal with your money
worries alone - we can help!
For more help, advice and information:
01903 703 110
financialinclusion@worthinghomes.org.uk

www.worthinghomes.org.uk
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Financial matters

The New Year is a great time to set some financial goals, whether
it is to ensure all your bills are paid on time, clear debt, have an
emergency fund for issues or start saving for the future or a treat.
Just be sure to set small realistic goals that will help you work
towards any larger goals you may have such as going on holiday
or buying a new car.

B
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• Stepchange:
stepchange.org; 0800 138 1111

•N
 ational Debtline:
nationaldebtline.org;
0808 808 4000

udgeting is the most
important thing you can
do to be financially secure.
People can make a lot of money
and still struggle financially if they
do not manage their money well.
Budgeting has two important parts–
creating a budget and sticking to it.

Set up a monthly budget to track
income and expenses.

As well as our very own financial
inclusion team that can help you
with budgeting and advice there
are a number of charities that can
also help:

•C
 itizens Advice:
citizensadvice.org.uk;
0800 144 8848

Budgeting

Setting up a personal budget for
the first time may be intimidating,
but you shouldn’t let that stop you.
Tracking your income and expenses
for the month can not only help you
get a better picture of your finances
but it can also help you plan better
for any financial decisions. For
example, looking at your spending
may help you differentiate between
things you want and things you
need, and that can lead to a change
in spending habits.

The first step is to prioritise
those debts that have other
consequences such as rent and
council tax arrears followed by
paying debt with the highest
interest rates off as soon as possible
(most likely your credit cards). By
doing that you can reduce the
amount you pay in interest which
means you’re not only bringing
down what you pay as interest,
but you can save or use that
money elsewhere.

Start Saving
Saving money is another important
key to financial success. The answer
to how much you should save is not
one size fits all and depends on a lot
of factors specific to
each individual.

BUDGETING PLANNER
Outgoings
ESSENTIALS
Rent

£

Council Tax

£

Water

£

Electric & Gas

£

TV Licence

£

Home insurance

£

Car Insurance

£

Mobile phone/s

£

Food, toiletries, etc.

£

DEBTS

•C
 hristians against poverty:
capuk.org; 0800 328 0006

At the end of this section you
will find a readymade budgeting
planner to help you. It is split into
sections of essentials e.g. rent,
bills, food etc; Niceties e.g. sky,
virgin, Netflix, Spotify, magazine
subscriptions etc. and finally Debts
e.g. any credit cards, loans etc.
Once you have filled this out it
will give you a chance to work
out exactly how much money
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you have spare each month and
to see if there is any way you can
reduce your spending in a specific
category.

Repaying debt
Getting out of debt is another
key step to taking control of your
finances. A budget will give you a
pretty good idea of how much debt
you owe and what means you have
to repay it.

Remember falling behind or
defaulting on your debt payments
can hurt your credit score which
in turn can cause issues when
applying for financial products
even in the future.
You should start by setting up a
debt payment plan, then make
a commitment to stick to your
payment plan all year long. It is also
an incredible feeling to be debtfree. You have more freedom to do
the things that you want to do and
will gain peace of mind.
While it may take some sacrifice to
make it happen, it really is worth
the effort!

£

To make that first step easier
you could adopt a goals based
approach to saving. Make a list
of the goals you would like to
achieve and then using your budget
calculator work out how much
you can save each month; but be
realistic with yourselves, very few of
us can save enough over a year to
pay for a car or fancy holiday.
A short term goal could be, for
example, buying a car over the next
two years while retirement can be
a long term goal. Remember, any
amount you save will only add up
over time.
There’s no formula for saving but
consistency is key so you should
try sticking to setting some money
aside each month.

Income
*put down all income including
child maintenance, benefits, salary
etc. It’s also useful to make a note of
the dates these land in your
bank account

£

£

£

£

£

£
£

NICETIES

Total amount
of income

Sky / Virgin / BT
Netflix

£

The final step

Spotify

Calculate your income minus
your outgoings

Total amount
of outgoings
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£

Total income

£

Total outgoings

£

Monies left after bills
etc.

£
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5. F ind a physical activity

HEALTHY YOU

that you enjoy

Every New Year, people purchase expensive
memberships to gyms, workout studios, and online
fitness programs in hopes of shedding excess body fat in
the year to come. Though most people start strong, the
majority don’t make their new routine into a lasting habit.

A new year often signifies a fresh start for many people. For some, this means
setting health goals, such as losing weight, following a healthier diet, and/or
starting an exercise routine.

Still, you can increase the chances of making your fitness
resolutions stick. To get started, choose an activity based
on enjoyment and whether it fits into your schedule.

However, more often than not, the health and wellness resolutions chosen are highly
restrictive and unsustainable, leading most people to break their resolutions within a
few weeks. This is why many of us make the same resolutions year after year.

For example, taking a half-hour walk, jog, or bike ride
before work, or swimming at a gym that’s on your way
home, are simple and sustainable exercise resolutions.

To break that cycle, it’s important to make resolutions that can not only improve
health but also be followed for life.

Then, set an attainable goal, such as planning to walk a
few specific days per week instead of aiming for every day.
Making a more realistic goal can enhance the chances
of making your new routine last, especially if you’re new
to working out.

2. Sit less and move more
Here are 15 New
Whether it’s due to having a deskbound job or simply
Year’s resolutions that being inactive, many people sit more than they should.
Sitting too much can have negative effects on health.
are easy to keep to!
Making a resolution to sit less is an easy and attainable

6. T ake more ‘me time’

resolution that can be tailored to fit your lifestyle.
For example, if you have a desk job that requires
long periods of sitting, make a resolution to go for a
15-minute walk at lunch or to get up and walk for 5
minutes every hour or you could do both.

1. Eat more whole foods

One of the easiest and most sustainable ways to
improve overall health is to eat more whole foods.
Whole foods, including vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds,
whole grains, and fish, contain range of nutrients that
your body needs to function at an optimal level.
Research shows that following a whole-foods-based
diet may significantly reduce heart disease risk factors,
body weight, and blood sugar levels, as well as decrease
your risk of certain diseases, such as type 2 diabetes
What’s more, adding more whole foods to your diet
can be done slowly and consistently. For example,
if you’re not used to eating
vegetables, start by adding
one serving of your
favorite veg to your diet
every day.
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If you do decide to join a gym shop around as there are
now some that have either no joining fee or a cheap
one, no long term contract and have everything you
need for a sensible price each month.

3. Cut back on sweetened drinks

Cutting back on sweetened drinks (think Coke,
Lemonade, fizzy orange, adding sugar to hot drinks etc.)
is a smart idea considering that sugary ones are linked
to an increased risk of obesity, fatty liver, heart disease,
insulin resistance, and cavities in both children and adults.
Though quitting sweetened beverages cold turkey is
always an option, gradually minimizing your intake
may help you kick your sugary drink habit
for good without feeling any effects.
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and practice self-care

Taking time for yourself is not selfish. In fact, it’s
essential for optimal health and wellbeing. This is
especially true for those in caretaker roles, such as
parents and healthcare workers.

4. Get more quality sleep

Sleep is an essential part of overall health, and sleep
deprivation can lead to serious consequences. For
instance, lack of sleep may increase your risk of weight
gain, heart disease, and depression. There are many
reasons why people don’t get enough sleep, so it’s
important to focus on your schedule and lifestyle to
determine the best ways to improve sleep quantity and
quality.

For people with busy schedules and limited time, making
a resolution to engage in self-care may take some
planning. However, it’s well worth the time investment.
Self-care doesn’t have to be elaborate or time
consuming. It can simply mean taking a long soak in the
bath once a week rather than a quick shower, attending
your favorite weekly yoga class, preparing a healthy meal
for yourself, going for a walk on the beach, or in a park, or
treating yourself to an extra hour of sleep.

Decreasing screen time before bed, reducing light
pollution in your bedroom, cutting back on caffeine,
and getting to bed at a reasonable hour are some
simple ways to improve sleep hygiene. However if you
find you are still struggling to sleep have a chat with
your GP about it.

HomeNews
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7. C ook more meals at home and
rely less on convenience foods

Research shows that people who cook more meals at
home have better diet quality and less body fat than
people who eat more meals on the go.
In fact, a study of 11,396 adults found that those who
ate 5 or more home-cooked meals per week were 28%
less likely to be overweight, compared with those who
ate fewer than 3 home-cooked meals per week. Start
by making one meal a day, then increase the frequency
over time until you’re making the majority of your
meals and snacks at home.
Many people rely on convenience foods, such as
packaged chips, cookies, frozen dinners, and fast food,
for a quick meal or snack. Though these items may be
tasty and readily available, they can have detrimental
effects on your health if eaten too often.
For example, frequent fast food intake is associated
with poor overall diet quality,
obesity, and an increased risk of
numerous conditions, including
heart disease and diabetes.
To cut back on your consumption of convenience foods,
make a resolution to prepare more meals at home using
healthy ingredients. Perhaps batch cook some of your
favourite dishes over the weekend if you’re not working.
Adding more cooked and raw vegetables and fruits to
your diet can go a long way towards improving your
health in the new year.

8. Spend more time outside

Spending more time outdoors can improve health by
relieving stress, elevating mood, and even lowering
blood pressure.
Making a New Year’s resolution to spend more time
outside every day, even if it means wrapping up warm,
is a sustainable and healthy goal that can benefit
almost everyone, no matter where you live.
Taking a quick walk outside during your lunch break, a
longer walk on weekends, going camping with friends,
or simply watching the world go by in a local park are
all ways to incorporate nature into your daily routine.
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9. Limit screen time

Many people depend on their phones and computers
for work and entertainment. However, spending too
much time on electronic devices — particularly on
social media — has been linked to depression, anxiety,
and loneliness in some studies (and don’t forget not
everything you see and read on social media is real).
Setting a resolution to cut back on the time you
spend scrolling through social media, watching TV, or
playing computer games may help boost your mood
and enhance productivity.

10. Try meditation

Meditation is an evidence-based way to promote
mental well-being. It may be particularly helpful for
people who have anxiety or depression.
Trying out this practice is a perfect New Year’s
resolution because there are many ways to meditate,
and it’s easy to find books, podcasts, and apps that
teach you how to start a meditation practice.

11. Rethink dieting

Chronic dieting is harmful to both physical and mental
health. Plus, most people who lose weight through
restrictive dieting regain up to two-thirds of the weight
lost within 1 year
Dieting can also make it harder
to lose weight in the future.
Rather than setting a New Year’s resolution to lose
weight by using restrictive measures, such as a fad diet,
try a healthier, more sustainable method of weight
loss by focusing on increasing physical activity and
eating healthier foods; and you can download one of
the many calorie counting apps to help you keep your
food intake to a sensible level.
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12. Cut back on alcohol

Though alcohol can certainly fit into a healthy diet,
imbibing too often can negatively affect your health.
What’s more, drinking alcohol frequently may keep you
from reaching your health and wellness goals.
If you think cutting back on alcohol may be helpful for
you, set a reasonable goal to keep yourself on track,
such as limiting drinking to weekend nights only or
setting a drink limit for the week.
If you need a non-alcoholic beverage idea to replace
your usual cocktail of choice, try fruit-infused sparkling
water, kombucha, or a mocktail.

13. Be more present

Research shows that being more present may improve
life satisfaction by decreasing negative thoughts, which
may thereby improve psychological health.

Have you considered…

A

lasting power of attorney
(LPA) is a legal document
that lets you (the ‘donor’)
appoint one or more people (known
as ‘attorneys’) to help you make
decisions or to make decisions on
your behalf.

If you already have an LPA in place,

This gives you more control over
what happens to you if you have an
accident or an illness and cannot
make your own decisions (you
‘lack mental capacity’). Health
conditions such as Dementia,
Parkinson’s disease, or a stroke can
cause making decisions about your
housing very difficult.

and make decisions about your

If you lose mental capacity without
an LPA in place, it will be necessary
for your family to apply to the Court
of Protection to have a deputy
appointed to deal with everyday
matters like ending a tenancy. This is
a slow and very expensive process.
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this will not be necessary.
If you’re married or in a civil
partnership, you may have
assumed that your spouse would
automatically be able to deal with
your bank account and pensions,
healthcare, if you lose the ability
to do so. This is not the case.
Without an LPA, they won’t have the
authority. Also without an LPA, any

Making a New Year’s resolution to be more mindful
and present may help you feel more content in your
everyday life.
Spending less time on your phone, stopping to
notice your environment, and listening intently to
others are simple ways to be more present.

14. Try a new hobby

It’s common for adults to let once-loved hobbies
fall by the wayside as they get older due to busy
schedules or lack of motivation.
However, research shows that partaking in a hobby
that you love can help you live a longer, healthier
life.
Make a resolution to try out a hobby that you’ve
always been interested in — or pick back up a hobby
that used to bring you joy.

They contain guidance to help you
fill them out or you can phone the

15. Stop negative body talk

Talking negatively about your body can lead to
feelings of body shame. In fact, research shows
that engaging in and hearing negative body talk is
associated with higher levels of body dissatisfaction
and decreased self-esteem in both women and men.
Make a healthy New
Year’s resolution to
engage in positive
self-talk regularly and
reduce negative body
talk. This may not only
help improve your
relationship with your
own body but also
encourage others to
stop talking negatively
about themselves.

Exemption

– Severe Disability Element of
Working Tax Credit

Property and
financial affairs

or concerns.

This lets the person you appoint
make decisions about your property
and finances.

certificate provider. This is someone

If the donor receives any of the
following means-tested benefits
when an application to register
is made, they can apply for an
exemption.

who confirms that you understand

• Income Support

longer need it or want to make a

• Income-based Employment and
Support Allowance

If you still want to use a solicitor,

You don’t have to use a solicitor to
create an LPA, some may charge
many hundreds of pounds to do this
for you. The application forms are
available on line from the Office of
the Public Guardian (OPG)
hiips://www.gov.uk/power-ofattorney/make-lasting-power.

OPG helpline if you have any issues
You must have your LPA signed by a

it and haven’t been put under any
pressure to sign it. The certificate
provider must be someone you
know well (like a close friend) or
a professional person such as a
doctor, social worker or solicitor.
The LPA must be registered with the

• Income-based Jobseeker’s
Allowance
• Guarantee Credit element of State
Pension Credit

Office of the Public Guardian before

• Housing Benefit

it can be used. There’s a fee of £82

Not included: Disability Living
Allowance, Invalidity Benefit,
Personal Independence Payment
You can cancel your LPA if you no
new one.
you’ll need to pay them to complete
the form for you. Fees for creating
an LPA vary, so you might want to
contact a few to compare their fees
and the service they offer.
Please remember you cannot apply

restricted.

a low income, you may be eligible

There are 2 types of LPA. You can

for a 50% discount, and if you’re

• Council Tax Reduction/Support
– also known by other names (not
the 25% single person discount or
the Class U exemption)

receiving certain benefits you won’t

• Local Housing Allowance

should do this now.

Health and welfare

have to pay anything at all. You must

The Lasting Powers of Attorney

This lets the person you appoint

the mental capacity and it can’t be

make decisions about your care and

used during the registration process

medical treatment.

which takes about 9 weeks.

• A combination of Working Tax
Credit and at least one of:
– Child Tax Credit
–D
 isability Element of Working
Tax Credit

joint bank accounts you hold with
your partner could become severely

choose to make one type or both:
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to register your LPA. But if you’re on

register your LPA while you still have
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to have Lasting Power of Attorney
for someone who has already lost
the capacity to make decisions for
themselves this is why everyone

cease on the date of death so it is
important you also make a Will to
give instructions about what should
happen after your death.
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Contact Information
Worthing Homes, Davison House,
North Street,
Worthing, BN11 1ER
Customer Services:
Call us on 01903 703100
and listen to the options
Outside office hours/emergency
repair line: 01903 703 100

You can report your repairs online at

Residents’ Panel:
residentspanel@worthing-homes.org.uk
Website: www.worthing-homes.org.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/WorthingHomes
www.facebook.com/groups/
chatatWorthingHomes
www.facebook.com/CommunityHouseWorthing
Twitter: @twitter.com/WorthingHomes

hiips://myhome.worthing-homes.org.uk/
www.worthing-homes.org.uk/your-home-andyou/reporting-a-repair/
Gas fired boiler repairs (BSW):
0800 158 5690
(free from a landline and mobile providers)
or 0208 763 5333
Finance: 01903 703 105
Resident involvement/Resource Centre:
01903 703 198

Instagram: www.instagram.com/WorthingHomes
Email: info@worthing-homes.org.uk
Typetalk exchange: dial 18001
(followed by the full number including the code
you wish to call).
HOME NEWS is published by Worthing Homes
and is distributed free to all customers.

residentinvolvement@worthing-homes.org.uk
Community House:
01903 215 799

Please be aware all calls to and from
Worthing Homes are recorded for training
and monitoring purposes.

Help with benefit forms, processing
claims, budgeting, money, and food support
and energy saving advice: 01903 703 110
Board members:
governance@worthing-homes.org.uk

Please contact us if you would like
HOMENEWS in: Braille, large print,
on CD or in another language.

Don’t
forget to recycle this magazine and compost
the bag it came in.
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